This is a selected guide to resources held in the University Libraries to support philosophy. To locate any of the listed materials, consult the online catalog or ask the librarian.

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIAL:

Library of Congress classification for philosophy is B.

B1-5802  Philosophy
BC1-199  Logic
BD10-701  Speculative Philosophy
BH1-301  Aesthetics
BJ1-2195  Ethics, Social Usages, Etiquette

SELECTED RESOURCES

BIBLIOGRAPHIC RESOURCES


Dillon, Martin, and Shannon Graf Hysell. ABRA In-Depth. Philosophy and Religion. [Coleman - Reference Z7751.A73 2004]

Greenberg, Gerald S. Postculturalism and Communication: An Annotated Bibliography. [Coleman - Reference Z5630.G74 2005]

DICTIONARIES AND ENCYCLOPEDIAS


Brown, Stuart C. Historical Dictionary of Leibniz’s Philosophy. [Coleman - Reference B2551.B76 2006]

Bunnin, Nicholas. The Blackwell Dictionary of Western Philosophy. [Coleman - Reference B41.B79]


Cua, A. S. Encyclopedia of Chinese Philosophy Zhonnegguo Zhe Xue. [Coleman - Reference B126.E496 2003]


Ree, Johnathan, ed. The Concise Encyclopedia of Western Philosophy. [Coleman - Reference B41.C66 2005]


Walter, Jennifer Kay, ed. The Story of Bioethics: From Seminal Works to Contemporary Explorations. [Coleman QH332.S77 2003]

HANDBOOKS

Carlsnaes, Walter, Beth A. Simmons, and Thomas Risse-Kappen, eds. Handbook of International Relations. [Coleman JZ1242.H365 2002]


Guinn, David E. Handbook of Bioethics and Religion. [Coleman R725.55.H36 2006]

Trimble, Joseph E., and Celia B. Fisher. The Handbook of Ethical Research with
Ethnocultural Populations and Communities. [Coleman GN495.4.T75 2005]


INDEXES AND ABSTRACTS

Social Sciences and Humanities Index. [Coleman – Reference A13.R282]

PRINT AND ELECTRONIC BOOKS

Anderson, Pamela Sue, and Beverly Clack, eds. Feminist Philosophy of Religion. [Coleman BL51.F435 2004]


Baron, Jonathan. Against Bioethics. [Coleman R725.5.B25 2006]

Caplan, Authur L., James J. McCartney, and Dominic A. Sisti, eds. The Case of Terri Schiavo. [Coleman R726.C357 2006].

Carrette, Jeremy. William James and “The Varieties of Religious Experience” a Centenary Celebration. [NetLibrary]

Chan, Wing-Tsit. A Source Book in Chinese Philosophy. [NetLibrary]

Cherry, Mark J., ed. The Death of Metaphysics: the Death of Culture: Epistemology, Metaphysics, and Morality. [Coleman HM665.D437 2006]


Davis, Reginald. Frederick Douglass: A Precursor of Liberation Theology. [Coleman BL51.O94 2005]

Dougherty, Jude P. The Logic of Religion. [Coleman BL51.D544 2003]

Fumerton, Richard A. Epistemology. [Coleman BD161.F855 2006]

Gross, Michael L. Bioethics and Armed Conflict. [Coleman R724.G76 2006]

Glannon, Walter. Biomedical Ethics. [Coleman R724.G58 2005]
Hausman, Daniel M. *Economic Analysis, Moral Philosophy, and Public Policy.* [Coleman HB72 H357 2006]


Lindemann, Hilde. *An Invitation to Feminist Ethics.* [Coleman BJ1395.L56 2006]

Leaman, Oliver. *Evil and Suffering in Jewish Philosophy.* [NetLibrary]

Mahowald, Mary Briody. *Bioethics and Women: Across the Life Span.* [Coleman R725.5.M34 2006]


Smith, Andrew. *Philosophy in Late Antiquity.* [Coleman B517.S65 2004]


Zeitlin, Irving M. *The Religious Experience: Classical Philosophical and Social Theories.* [Coleman BL51.Z45 2004]
PRINT AND ELECTRONIC JOURNALS

International Philosophical Quarterly [Coleman - Periodicals]

Pacific Philosophical Quarterly [Coleman – Periodicals]

Philosophy
from 01/01/1998 to present in Cambridge Journals Online

Philosophy Today
from 01/01/1998 to present in ProQuest 5000

Philosophy, Psychiatry and Psychology
from 12/01/2001 to present in ProQuest 5000

Research in Philosophy and Technology [Coleman – Periodicals]

Royal Institute of Philosophy Supplement
from 12/01/2005 to present in Cambridge Journals Online

The Journal of Mind and Behavior [Coleman – Periodicals]

ONLINE RESOURCES

Chinese Philosophy: Routledge Encyclopedia of Philosophy
http://www.rep.routledge.com/article/G001SECT4

Confucius
http://www.iep.utm.edu/c/confuciu.htm

Descartes Life and Works
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/descartes-works/

Karl Marx’s Sociology
http://www.faculty.rsu.edu/~felwell/Theorists/Marx/

Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy
http://plato.stanford.edu/
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